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New Year greetings to one and all. It’s hard to believe another year has been and gone, but what a
year it was, despite suffering two burglaries; you just can’t keep a good company down! I hope your
year went well and we can look forward to being of service to both new and existing customers in
2006. Here’s just a taster of some things we’ve been busy doing. Happy welding………………

Following a request from Burgess Marine for diver
welder training and qualifications, we despatched our
resident welding engineer and senior welding examiner
to Dover. The training which involved the diving team
to be competent in both vertical and overhead welding
techniques; was for a MoD project and so standards, as
you might expect, were high. Following a weeks
training and instruction we are pleased to report all divers were tested and qualified to National
Standards, using our Barracuda Gold welding electrodes. Divers also reported our new auto
darkening welding lens was of great benefit.

Our new autodarkening welding lens is proving a great
success. The lens, which fits into a standard Kirby
Morgan lens assembly, provides a very convenient
welding, or cutting accessory, as there is no need to
continually lift the assembly up and down. The lens
provides a real advantage over glass and helps improve
weld quality, especially when it comes to stop/starts. The filter is powered by the arc, no batteries,
knobs or switches and comes with a 2 year no quibble guarantee. We promise once tried, you’ll
never go back to just glass. Buy on line at http://www.specialwelds.com/products2/underwater
weldingfilter.htm

It might be dark, muddy and uninviting in them there
northern waters around Humberside, but that’s never
stopped Northern Divers from a days work, or at least that’s
what the boys tell you! The motley crew seen here are the
welding crew and have just completed their onsite training
programme, following a request for us to deliver a training
and qualification programme. A busy December week was
had by all and we are pleased to report all divers submitted
successful welder qualification samples and can now call
themselves coded. An improvement on what they are usually called, I guess!) Only joking guys, a
job well done………………………..keep it up.

You might be forgiven for thinking Morrisons, the supermarket chain,
was only any good for food shopping! Well we’re sure that’s true, but
you might be surprised to learn they are pretty good at welding too!
Especially as they have their own vehicle maintenance unit (VMU) and
repair and modify HGV’s on a daily basis. We are delighted to have
been chosen as their preferred trainer, (now five years in a row)
and have completed their welding qualifications for another year. Keep
them lorries on the move boys; more and more mouths to feed!
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